
Symbol Management in Linking



Binding and Name Resolution
• Linkers handle various kinds of symbols. They handle symbolic 

references from one module to another.
• Each module includes a symbol table. The table includes:

– Global symbols defined and referenced in the module.
– Global symbols referenced but not defined in the module (called 

externals)
– Segment names.
– Non-global symbol, usually for debugger and crash dump analysis
– Line number information, to tell source language debuggers the 

correspondence between source lines and object code.



Linking Process
• The linker reads all of the symbol tables in the input 

modules and extracts the useful information.
• Then it builds the link-time symbol tables and uses 

those to guide the linking process.
• Depending on the output file format, the linker may 

place some or all of the symbol information in the 
output file.

• Some formats have multiple symbol tables per file. 
For example, ELF shared libraries can have one 
symbol table for dynamic linker, another for 
debugging, and another for relinking.



Symbol Table Format
• Within the linker, a symbol table is often kept as an 

array of table entries. 
• Usually a hash function is used to quickly locate entries.
• We use the computed hash value modulo the number of 

buckets to select one of the hash buckets.
• Then we run down the chain of symbols looking for the 

symbol.
• We need to use full hash values to  compare.
• If full hash values are the same, then we need to 

compare the symbol names.



Hashed Symbol Table



Module Table
• The linker needs to track every input module (a.out) 

seen during a linking run. The information is stored in a 
module table.

• Because most of the key information for each a.out file 
is in the file header, the table primarily contains a copy 
of each a.out file’s header.

• The table also contains pointers to in-memory copies of 
the symbol table string table and relocation table.

• During the first pass, the linker reads in the symbol 
table from each input file and copies it into an in-
memory buffer. 



Build the Global Symbol Table

• The linker keeps a global symbol table with an entry for 
every symbol referenced or defined in any input file.

• The linker links each entry from the file to its 
corresponding global symbol table entry. (see next page)

• Relocation items in a module generally refer to symbols 
by index in the modules’ own symbol table.
– External symbols need to be resolved.



Resolving  Symbols



Symbol Resolution
• During the second pass, the linker resolves symbol references.
• After symbol resolutions, relocation will be performed. This 

is because in most object file format, relocation entries 
identify the program references to the symbol.

• If the output file uses absolute addresses, the address of the 
symbol simply replaces the symbol reference.

• If the output file is relocatable, suppose that a symbol is 
resolved to offset 426 in the data section, the output file has to 
contain a relocatable reference to data+426.



Special Symbols
• Many systems use a few special symbol defined by the linker itself.

• UNIX systems all require that the linker define etext, edata, end as the 
end of the text, data, and bss segments, respectively.

• The C library sbrk() uses end as the address of the beginning of the run-
time heap.

• For programs with constructor and destructor routines, many linkers 
create tables of pointers to the routines from each input file, which a 
linker created symbol like __CTOR_LIST.

• The language startup stub then uses this special symbol to find the list 
and call all the routines. 



Special Symbol Example

0804957c l     O .dtors 00000000 __DTOR_LIST__

08049574 l     O .ctors 00000000 __CTOR_LIST__

00000000 l    df *ABS*  00000000 crtstuff.c

08048520 l       .text  00000000 gcc2_compiled.

08048520 l     F .text  00000000 __do_global_ctors_aux

08049578 l     O .ctors 00000000 __CTOR_END__

08048548 l     F .text  00000000 init_dummy

08049570 l     O .data  00000000 force_to_data

08049580 l     O .dtors 00000000 __DTOR_END__

08049630 g     O *ABS*  00000000 _end

08048550 g     O *ABS*  00000000 _etext

0804960c g     O *ABS*  00000000 _edata



Name Mangling
• The names used in object file symbol tables and in 

linking are often not the same names that are used in 
the source programs from which the object files were 
compiled.

• There are three reasons for this:
– Avoiding name collisions
– Name overloading
– Type checking

• The process of turning the source program names 
into the object file names is called “name mangling.” 
It is often done in C and C++.



C Name Mangling

• In older object file formats, compilers or 
assemblers use names from the source program 
directly as the names in the object file.

• This may result in collisions with names reserved 
by assemblers/compilers or libraries.

• Programmers do not know what names can be 
used and what names cannot be used.

• This is a real problem.



Method  1

• The first method is to mangle the names of C 
procedures or variables so that they would not 
inadvertently collide with names of libraries and 
other routines.

• C procedure names were modified with a leading 
underscore, so that main becomes _main.

• This method works reasonably well. However, this 
method is no longer used. The output of the 
following example is derived from Sun OS 5.7. 



Method 1 Example

3:05pm ccsun2:test/> cat p1.c

int xx, yy;

foo1()
{}

foo2()
{}
main()
{
  printf("xx  %d yy %d\n", xx, yy);
}



Method 1 Example

000022b8 g       .text 0c1c 00 05 _main

00002290 g       .text 0beb 00 05 _foo1

0000229c g       .text 0bec 00 05 _foo2

000040d0 g       .bss  02e4 00 09 _xx

000040d4 g       .bss  02e7 00 09 _yy



Method 2
• The second method is that assemblers and linkers 

permit characters in symbols that are forbidden in C 
and C++. For example, the “.” and “$” characters.

• Rather than mangling names from C programs, the run-
time libraries use names with forbidden characters that 
cannot collide with application program names.

• This method now is used in most recent operating 
systems. The output of the following example is 
derived from FreeBSD 4.2.



Method 2 Example

080484f0 g     F .text  00000005 foo2

080484e8 g     F .text  00000005 foo1

08049628 g     O .bss   00000004 xx

080484f8 g     F .text  00000024 main

080483ac       F *UND*  00000031 printf

0804962c g     O .bss   00000004 yy



C++ Type Encoding

• Another use of mangled names is to encode scope 
and type information. This makes it possible to 
use existing linkers to link programs in C++.

• In C++, the programmer can define many 
functions and variables with the same name but 
different scopes and, for functions, different 
arguments types.

• For example:



C++ Type Encoding
• A single program can have a global variable V and a static 

member of a class C::V.
• C++ permits function name overloading , with several 

functions having the same name but different arguments, such 
as f (int x) and f (float x).

• C++ was initially implemented as a translator called cfront 
that produced C code and used an existing link.

• The author used name mangling to produce names that can 
sneak through the C compiler into the linker.

• All the linker had to do with them was its usual job of 
matching identically named global names.



C++ Type Encoding
• Data variable names outside of C++ classes do not get 

mangled at all.
• Function names not associated with classes are 

mangled to encode the types of the arguments by  
appending __F and a string of letters that represent 
the argument types and type modifiers.

• For example, a function func(float, int, unsigned char) 
becomes func_FfiUc.

• Class names are considered types and are encoded as 
the length of the class name followed by the name, 
such as 4Pair.





C++ Type Encoding

• Class member functions are encoded as the function 
name, two underscores, the encoded class name, then F 
and the arguments. So, cl::fn (void) becomes fn__2clFv.

• Special functions including constructor, destructor, new, 
and delete have encodings  as well: __ct, __dt, __nw, and 
_dl, respectively.

• A constructor for class pair that takes two character 
pointer arguments Pair(char *, char *) becomes 
__ct__4PairFPcPc.

• Name mangling thus does the job of giving unique names 
to every possible C++ object.



Link-Time Checking
• Case1: Most languages have procedures with declared argument types. 

If the caller does not pass the number and types of arguments that the 
callee expects, it is an error.

• Case 2: If a variable is defined in file1 but used in file2, 

• For linker type checking, each defined and undefined global symbol 
has associated with it a string representing the argument and return 
types, similar to the mangle C++ argument types.

• When the linker resolves a symbol, it compares the type strings for the 
reference and definition of the symbol and thus can reports an error if 
they do not match.


